
The Stud Ball is a protected magnetic stud finder that will out-perform all other types of magnetic 
stud finder on the market. Unlike other steel stud finders, the Stud Ball can detect metal through 
1/2" or 5/8" drywall or other thicker building materials. Will also work through ceramic tiling and 
up to 3/4" plywood paneling.

- Rare Earth magnets with 27 lbs of pull
- No batteries required
- Detects screws or nails in wood frame walls

Part# 52300

The Rough-In Stick allows you to mark 
out devices conveniently and efficiently 
by utilizing specifically designed holes to 
fit your felt marker. The Rod also features 
a telescopic pole for those tricky fishes. 

Features:
- Easily mark stud walls for device installation
- No need to use your tape measure while laying out devices
- Telescopic pole aids in pulling wire above ceiling grids
  and areas of limited access
- Extends up to 16'

Marks studs at 12”, 18”, 42”,48” & 60”

Part# 82000

Wrap a 10 foot pipe in 10 – 20 seconds! The Pipe Spinner allows you to speed up the 
process of taping IMC, galvanized conduit or black iron conduit in mil tape for 
underground applications. Instead of taping the pipe by hand, simply attach The Pipe 
Spinner to your drill and have your co-worker hold the tape while you spin the pipe.

- 1/4”� drill attachment for quick change drills.
- Available in 2 sizes:  3/4�in. and 1 in.
- Saves time and money.

- Retains straightness when uncoiled, but will flix in the intended direction
- Non-conductive material with high tensile strength and outstanding durability
- Guide wheel designed to glide over obstructions and hard edges
- Ideal for wall cavities, suspended ceilings and confined space
- Includes a hook attachment for fishing cables

Pipe Spinner

Part# 
4 Meter - EP04M
8 Meter - EP08M

Part#
40907 - 3/4″ thread
40910  -  1″ thread

Onboard GPS does al l  your programming & maintenance
GPS LightLock automatically sets your date/ time & location, programs the switch times for your 
location, self-recovers from power outages & keeps the clock timed to the GPS atomic clock. You'll 
never have to deal with controls maintenance again, and you never pay a fee to use the GPS system!

Pays for i tsel f  many t imes over in servic ing costs alone
Servicing controls is very expensive. Electricians perform hazardous work. They are well paid, as they should be. The retail price of GPS 
LightLock is a fraction of the cost of a single service trip charge to replace a photocell or re-program a timer. GPS LightLock now offers custom 
programming to meet your requirements stored in memory forever, and you still won't have to program a timer ever again. Still self-recovers 
from power outages and still requires no user programming, maintenance or even batteries!

Twist-Lock Astronomical
Timer 120-277VAC

Installs in under a minute! 
The world's only fully automatic 

astronomical timer. Switches lights 
dusk-to-dawn anywhere in the world. 

Plug & play. Never needs programming. 
Self recovers from power outages. Direct 

replacement for twist-lock photocells.
Part# 85-GPS-MV-T

Wire-In Astronomical
Timer 120-277VAC

Our most popular model. 
Includes twist-lock astronomical 

timer plus wire-in twist-lock socket 
with 1/2" standard female thread.
Direct replacement for all wire-in 

photocells and programmable 
timers.

Part# 85-GPS-MV-W

Features:
- Devices do not have to be taken offline to tone out
- Locating cables is fast and easy as long as the              
  Wizard is connected between the tone generator & jack
- A must have tool for a toolbox
- No batteries required

Turn Your Analog tester 
into a digital one!

Part# 99060

TEMP-IT The Temp-It socket is a product designed for temporary lighting for 
LED recessed can installation. This product gives you immediate 
temporary lighting during construction without using costly LED trims.

Temporary Light Socket
- Fits in most residential LED recessed cans
- Use A-19 Medium Base LED light bulb only
- Sold in boxes of 12 (lamps not included) Part #99050
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Clip Whacker
THE CLIP WHACKER IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR 

HAMMERING IN CLIP ON BEAM CLAMPS. STOP SMASHING YOUR 
FINGERS, USE A CLIP WHACKER.

PRODUCT FEATURES
- Rare magnets on the surface help hold the clip in place
- Fits all sizes of flange: 1/8"-1/4”, 5/16"-1/2” and 9/16"-3/4"
- Save time & money with minimal effort
- Much safer
- Easy to use
- Doesn’t take up much space in tool bag
  (just like another screwdriver)
- No more flying clips!!
- No more hammering fingers!!
- Work smarter not harder
- MADE IN USA

Tired of dragging out the hydraulic hoses to drive a ground rod? The Ground PounderTM 

 

was 
designed by a lineman who knows about driving ground rods. Quickly and safely drive standard 5/8” 
and 1/2” ground rods with both feet on the ground. The Ground PounderTM handle slides over the 
ground rod to safely contain the rod while the weighted end drives the rod down. The length of the 
handle allows for a full striking stroke while the weight does all the work. Once the handle is flush 
with the ground, turn the Ground Pounder™ over and use the flat end to finish the drive.TM 

Part# 54100

Just one piece and incredibly strong. It delivers the kind of power and 
strength you need to easily install ground rods, rebar, & other metal objects.

FEATURES:
- Incredibly strong: made of 3" hot-rolled, heat-treated, hardened steel
- 3 1/2" bore to accept 3/4" and 5/8" ground rods
- 80% more striking surface
- Yellow zinc chromate surface to deter rust

“I THINK IT’S TIME WE GOT A SLUGGO-OX!”

Part #67119

Part #67150

Tired of trying to remove knockouts? Let the Panel Buddy take care of them for you. This simple 
but genius tool removes knockouts in half the time, with half the effort.

- Kit removes knockouts on Electrical, Security, Alarm, and Datacom Panels.
- Works with lipped and non-lipped panels.Part# 7WBK100

Spend more time installing and less time picking up. The 
Tie Lips will hold your cable ties conveniently on your belt.



- Keeps your ties in place
- Quick and easy dispensing
- Holds different types and sizes
- Includes handy belt clip

Part# 43800

- Fast, easy installation
- Prevents sore fingers and cramping hands
- Available in two sizes

Part#
72101 - XL
(Fits all brands yellow, tan & red twist on wire connectors)
72102 - XXL
(Fits all brands large grey & blue  twist on
wire connectors)

The Nut Blaster makes quick work of 
tightening wire nuts. Simply attach the 
Nut Blaster to any standard drill and 
tighten your wire in seconds! Say 
goodbye to the carpal tunnel and 
hours wasted tightening wire nuts by 
hand. When the time comes to splice 
all your wires together you’ll be able to 
finish each wire in 3-4 revolutions. The 
Nut Blaster will last you a lifetime with 
its high impact heat stabilized Delryn 
plastic construction and steel shaft. 
The Nut Blaster is compact and light 
making it the perfect addition to any 
electrician toolbag. Our XL edition is 
fitted for residential sized wires, and 
XXL for even larger jobs.
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